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ETV Will Be
v/ Reconsidered
Reed Calls Special Session
Slated For November 27

IE

BY EARL SMITH
"The University of Maine is very pleased that Governor
has seen fit to call a special session of the State Legislature Reed
to give
the lawmakers an opportunity to act once again on the
muchdiscussed Educational Television Network for Maine."

U pon
next

This was part of a statement by allotment of Channel
7 until after the
Howard A. Keyo, University Director session. The channe
l was assigned to
of Public Information, shortly after Calais for commercial
use, until the
Gov. John H. Reed informed the University asked that
it be reserved
press delegation in Augusta that he for educational purpos
es as a part of
would call a special session Nov. 27. their ETV network.
The governor made the announcement
Robert K. MacLauchlin, instructor
Tuesday afternoon.
Doing Double Duty
in speech and information specialist
These members of the Maine Air Nation
ONLY A FEW DAYS
for Public Information And Central
a full academic load at the University. al Guard find time to bolster our nation's defenses as well as carry
They
pose
The
here
governor told the conference Services at the University, spoke to
before
a
F89J
"Scorpian" at Dow Air Field in
Bangor. (See complete story on Page
2.)
(Maine A.N.G. Photo) he would ask for action on education- the Campus from the standpoint of
al subsidies, correction of reapportion- an instructor in broadcasting courses
ment errors, and a possible state uni- and as one who has taken a great deal
versity ETV network. He said that he of active interest in the development
did
not think the session would last ef ETV.
kere.%.
more than a few days.
-W
WI
CALLED GRATIFYING
Keyo said that a survey, conducted
for the University through a Ford
"It is indeed gratifying," MacLauchBy Margaret McMullen
Foundation grant, indicated that an lin said,"to hear that the governor has
ETV network would prove of great called a special session to reconsider
Ed Note: as another new feature
in the Maine Campus "new look"
value to the state.
the possibilities of ETV.
we present this week a colum
n by Margaret McMullen, a sophomore
Fraternity rushing rules have been
MAY VOTE FAVORABLY
from Waterville, who bill write
"There is no question but what teleeach week on the University happenings given a major overhaul. Contact be- "The 100th Maine Legislature
failed vision, as another tool in the learning
50 years ago.
tween fraternity men and freshmen to
appropriate funds for the network process, can be used to great advant
has been legal since October I.
during the closing hours of the session, age in our own state," he
"Once more the well-oiled wheels of the
said.
This
means
that freshmen will be but it is hoped," Keyo said,
University are running smoothly.
"that the
-There are few areas in the United
and Maine is fairly launched upon
another year of its history. Will this be allowed to attend informal parties and legislators may vote favorably at this States
where VHF (Very High Frea good year, or a bad one? Such specula
tion is interesting but almost useless. record dances in the fraternities until se,,sion."
quency
) channels are still available.
This year for the University will be about
the start of formal rushing in the
Reed telegraphed the Federal Com- Thus," he concluded, "we
what we make it."
are in a
spring semester. However, smokers. munications Commission late Tuesday very
So reads an editorial in the "Maine Campu
unique position—a position that
s" of October 3, 1911. Fifty fratern
ity meals, and organized par- and asked the FCC to postpone the others would envy."
Years ago, almost to the day. Seems
like all editorials and speeches given at ties, both on and off campus,
are still
the opening of a year can be summed up
in two words ..."We'll see...." off-limits to freshmen.
After all, there is only so much one can
For any violation of these restricsay about the future, but looking
back is much different. What happened during
50 L C. (50 years ago, In the tions, the fraternity will be fined
"Campus")? That is what this column will
attempt to recall ...in some sort $50 and the freshman will not be
allowed back to that house for the
of fairly interesting way. What Maine student
s, fifty years ago, did, said, and
rest of the semester.
wanted to accomplish is not so entirely differe
nt from what we do, say, and
Until this year, freshmen have not
are attempting to accomplish.
been allowed in any fraternity house
until the start of formal rushing in
850 STUDENTS
This fall, with college football action fast reaching its height,
the spring semester.
So. without further messing around, here are some
choice excerpts from
Formal rushing will begin this year the University of Maine is sadly lacking one of the most inspiring
the "Maine Campus" of October 3, 1911.
on the first Monday of the spring se- and colorful components of this lively season—the marching band.
Almost every issue contained a sort of "ad" for
Through an administrative move
the University. It is un- mester and will last for 10 days. DurThe trips to the other schools are
ing this period, no contact between last spring, Francis G. Shaw. a part- paid for, as
clear whether this was aimed at prospective student
well as meals and 50-Yard
s, who most likely had fraternity
men and freshmen will he time instructor in music, received per- Line seats. In addition,
never even seen an issue, or at attending student
Shaw has res, who probably either knew allowed between
9 p.m. and 7 a.m.
mission from Music Department head linquished rehearsal time for
or didn't carc. The "ad" tcld of the Colleges
the conof Arts, Law. Technology,
No
freshm
an
Lewis
may
Niven, Dean Joseph Murray of cert band so that the marching
be rushed who
Pharmacy, and Agriculture, and informed the readers
band
, whoever they were, has below a 1.8 average at the end of the College of Arts and Sciences, and may practice
together.
that the expenses yy ere s60 a year for residen
ts, and $70 for non-residents. the fall semester. However if the University President Lloyd Elliott, to
with the exception of the engineering courses, which
STUDENTS RESPONSIBLE
were $100 a year. There freshman raises his average to a 1.8 reorganize the University Band.
was a faculty of 96. and 850 students. For "equip
accumu
lative
averag
e
by
the
spring
ment" there were "31 buildMeanwhile, the responsibility rests
CONCERT BAND
mid-semester, he will again become
ings, large and small, 16 well-equipped laboratories,
with the students, who realize the
the museum, and the
eligible.
library."
Interested students who had pre- great void in college life withou
t a
viously participated in the music pro- college band, and are willing to
News included a scandalous article concerning a Miss
do
C. S., who had
gram were re-auditioned and a Con- something about it.
been shot and wounded one fine Thursday evening while
cert Band was formed in a selected,
crossing the Orono
As Miss Williams, volunteer stucovered bridge. She was on her way home from a His-Ma
well-balanced 45-member unit.
ster's-Voice Hop at
dent band leader, says. "we want
Orono Town Hall when a government student from Hong
It was generally felt that, because everyone who can play an instru
Kong, "evidently
ment
as the result of some infatuation he imagined he had for Miss
of the shortness of the marching band to turn out in support of the Univer
S," upped and
Oct.6-Oct. 12
took a pot-shot at her. Charlie Chan was called in to investigate.
season, a concert band would be more sity. Let's show the campus that
someadvisable.
one besides our mayor and cheerleadFri. —Rally
RECOGNITION BUTTON
Several people feel that a university ers is concerned."
Stag Dance—Phi Mu
Another article, which acutally looks like a Good Thing, inform
ed stuof this size should have both a concert
dents that they had better hurry and get their recognition buttons. Seems
band and a marching band. However,
like Sat. —Football—Vermont—Home
someone had come up with the idea that if all Maine men wore these
After-the-game-party—
the University does not, at this time,
buttons
Memorial Union
in their lapels at all times, you could tell a Maine man any w here
have the facilities nor a full-time diin the
world. Not that you can't anyway. These buttons were silver, and shaped
rector for a marching band.
like Sun. —Concert—Kathryn Foley—
Several members of the concert
a pine tree, and something like five-sixteenths of an inch in size. Whatev
Piano—Memorial Union
er
band have volunteered, along with
happened to them? It was reported that "... the first gross was speedily taken
Delta Delta Delta Tea
students who are not members of the
up."
Tues.—Sorority Open Bidding
band, to march and play at football
The Institute of International EduOdds and ends: freshmen would be compelled to live in the dorms, ingames.
Poetry Hour—Memorial
cation has announced that applications
stead of the fraternity houses; Maine had lost its second game, to Rhode
Barbara Williams. student band for over 700
Union
Fulbright scholarships
Island (!); a scholarship cup had been presented to ATO by the Skulls; the
leader, has agreed to lead any students for gradua
te study or research in 31
rniversity Store was in Colvin basement; the Post Office had been moved to Wed.—Balentine Coffee
who wish to sit in the stands at home countries
in Europe, Latin America
Math Club Meeting
games or who want to go to Colby and the
lumni Hall.
Asia-Pacific areas, will be
NEA Open Meeting
and Bates to march.
accepted until November I.
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Flashback

Twoaternities
Alter Rules

Lost: Marching
Band For Maine

Campus Calendar

Decidline Set
On Fulbrights

TES MAME CANINE

Students Fly With Maine A.N.G.

De-Briefing
Still in flight suits, pilots and radar observers discuss completed training mission.
(Emblem of 132nd is in background). Front row: Gerry Quint, Gerry Rich, John
Adams, Pete Dingman. Ilugh Morrison, Ernie Park. Bob Wilshire is conducting the
de-briefing. Back row: Joel Graffman, Al Kelley.

Set To Go
Pete Dingman, left, the radar observer, and Hugh Morrison, the pilot, in cockpit of
F-89J "Scorpian." The "Scorpian" is in the 600 m.p.h. class. It can fly above 35,000
(Maine ANG Photos)
feet and weighs 23 tons.

Suddenly, the very loud, raucous He's used to it by now.
The "Scorpians" streak up to 30,00e
blast of a klaxon jolts the four fully
Three A.M.....
awake. Cards fly as they jump up and feet, heading northeast.
of
Maine
Four drowsy University
The "bogie" is over the Gulf of St.
race out the door. A loudspeaker
students are sitting at a table in the
blares "Scramble Scorpians One and Lawrence-260 miles away—and
alert hanger at Dow Air Force Base.
heading southwest toward Maine and
Two! Bogie!"
Hugh Morrison is trying to study.
the eastern seaboard.
hundred
yards
away,
Less
than
one
Joel Graffman, Ted Lamb, and Pete
Thirteen minutes later, the two
Dingman are halfheartedly playing two jet fighter-interceptors shine under
cards. All are dressed in bright orange bright floodlights. Lamb, the pilot, "Scorpians" intercept the -bogie" over
and Graffman, the radar observor, the Province of New Brunswick. The
flight suits.
climb into one aircraft; Morrison and "bogie" is identified as a Canadian
Dingman, pilot and radar observor, transport plane which has wandered
climb into the other. The jets whine, off course.
then roar into life.
Lowest prices, best service
The "seek and identify" missio
An unidentified aircraft or "bogie" completed, Lamb, Graffman, MoriI
has penetrated the North American son, and Dingman head back for Ban
radar network. Two F-89J "Scor- gor and their home base.
pians" of the Maine Air National
Three hours later they are lea%
Guard are being "scrambled" or ing the Bear's Den on their way
sent up to identify the "bogie." 8 o'clock classes.
right next door to campus
A mere two minutes later Ed LarTWENTY MAINE STUDENTS
on College Ave.
son, a plumber who lives near the end
Ted Lamb, Joel Graffman, Hug
of the Dow runway, is awakened as Morrison, and Pete Dingman ar
powerful twin-jet "Scorpians" among twenty Maine students who ar
the
Service and Repairs
thunder over his home. Larson curses also pilots or radar observers for th
and pulls the covers over his head. 132nd All Weather Fighter-Interce
tor Squadron of the Maine Air Guar
Other students who fly for th
132nd FIS are John Adams, Da
Brown, Bill Charte. Bob Cushing. Ro
Cnossen, Gerry Gay, Roger Gilli
Harville Hobbs, Bill Levesque, Geor
Panos, Jerry Quint, Gerry Rich, Die
Sterling, Pat Veilleux, Jim York, an
Al Kelley.
Maine students and graduates co
prise over half of the flying personn
of the 132nd.
All flying personnel of the 132
participate in an around-the-cloc
seven-day-a-week alert program.
We all make mistakes...
this program two F-891 "Scorpian
can be "scrambled" at any time
check on unknown aircraft or, as w
the case once last summer, to identi
an unknown submarine.
An alert period lasts six hou
ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
Most of the Maine students are
alert over a dozen times a month.
A-SABLE BOND
ON EATON'S CORRaddition to this they fly an average
two or three training missions ea
Touch-type, hunt-and-peck, type with one hand tied
week. These student-flyers are bu
men.
behind your back—it's easy to turn out perfect papers
The training of the 132nd has
on Cori-Usable. Because you can erase without a trace.
cently
been intensified in view of t
of
flick
the
just
with
magic
like
disappear
errors
Typing
world situation. Intercept missions
erasure
telltale
never
a
eraser.There's
pencil
ordinary
an
practiced day and night, in all kinds
mark on Corrisable's special surface.
weather, and under every conceiva
situation. The 132nd takes its flyi
Corr-a-sable is available in light,
with a deadly seriousness and ev
medium,heavy weights and Onion
mission
is performed as if it were
Skin. In convenient 100-sheet
actual thing.
packets and 500-sheet ream
NATION'S BEST
boxes. Only Eaton makes
In recognition of the manner
.% Inch the 132nd is performing
Corrisable.
diitic it was recently picked as
nio-t combat ready F-89J squad
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
in the country.
In the event of nuclear war,
i E;: PITTSFIELD, MASS.
EATON PAPER CORPORATION .
mis.ion of the 132nd would be
BY TOM SHIELDS

ARCHIE SAYS:
My cousin Archie—he thought the electric razor his gal gave
him lost Christmas was o.k. Then he tried Old Spice Pro-Electric,
the before shave lotion. Now the guy won't stop talking, he
thinks electric shoving is so great.

Tydol Flying -A-

r

ARCHIE SAYS Pro-Electric improves electric shaving even more
than lather improves blade shaving. AP.CHIE SAYS Pre-Electric
sets up your bard by drying perspiration and whisker oils so
you shaie blade-close without irritation. ARCHIE SAYS Pro.
Electric gives you the cicsest, cleanest, fastest shove.
If Archie ever stops talking, I'll tell him I use Old Sp;ce Pro.
Electric myself.

SO DO I.

P. S.
There's a .60 size but
Archie gets the 1.00 bottle.
(He always was a sport).
S H U L.1-0 Isl
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(Continued on Page Three)
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Page Three
time of international tension. I not
only congratulate them but wish
to call the attention of the rest of
(continued from page two)
the citizenry to the sacrifice they
"seek and destroy." The F-89J's would are making.
be armed with the "Genie," an air-to"As one of these jets
over
air rocket with an atomic warhead. the campus we may all beroars
glad that
According to Time magazine the they are up there."
Dr. John E. Hankins, head
the
"Genie" has an explosive yield equal
Last year as the Homecoming production the Maine Masqu University's English Departmentofsaid
Often these pilots and radar obe
to 100 tons of TNT. Each "Scorpian" servors
Wednesday that the University of
can be seen on campus wear- Theatre presented, "The Male Animal." This year there is
a female Maine
would carry two "Genies."
ing their blue or olive green flight animal in the offering—in the person
is now offering two new courses
age
of
Jane
Fitz
playing the in English
The radar observor has a crucial jackets with the emblem of the 132nd. laugh.
provok
ing
Lion
in George Bernard Shaw's riotous comedy,
job, he positions the aircraft by radar The emblem shows a sketeton with
The new courses are ballad and folk
"Andr
ocles
and
the
Lion."
and directs the pilot during the inter- bat wings carrying a bomb. It points
song, and oriental masterpieces of the
The play, directed by Mr. James Judith Bell, Lavinia. Paul
cept part of the mission. If an enemy out the awesome capability of the
Garriot, the Near East. The revived courses are old
Barous
hok,
opens
for
bomber is heading toward the United 132nd to bring death and destruction.
Homecoming fierce Ferrovius, and Kenneth Lane, English,
and modern literary criticism.
Wednesday, October 18, and runs the scornful Spintho
States at 600 m.p.h. and a "Scorpian"
, liven the stage
A two-credit-hour course, Ballad
through Saturday, October 21.
is flying to intercept him at 600 m.p.h.,
with characters beset by inner turmoil. and Folk Song which
is taught by InSet in the period of Caesar's reign, Chester Clark also livens
the two planes are closing at 1200
the action as structor Edward D. Ives, holds two
this comedy is a typical example of the the pompous empero
m.p.h.! At this tremendous speed there
r, Caesar.
lectures a week. It also features a labgenius which Shaw possesses. Taking
will be no margin for error. An error
Others in the cast are Steven Buck, oratory period for listening to folk
a
rather
difficult subject—the Roman Centuri
by a radar observor in a nuclear war
on; Michael Shae, Lentellus; song recordings. This lab session is
The Mrs. Maine Well-Baby Clinic persecution of
the Christians—Shaw John Hachey,
might mean the end of New York, ill
the Menagerie Keeper; offered in cooperation with the Unibe held on Oct. 14 in Merrill has added a humanis
tic lion and a Norman Grant, the
Boston, or Bangor.
Hall at 1:30 p.m. Dr. Edward frightened little lion
Editor; David versity Audio-Visual Center.
tamer, and made Howe, Retiarius;
Many of the Maine students who fly Ilughes will be the attending
Omer Thibodeau, Oriental Masterpieces of the Near
a play which is not just funny but
physifor the Maine Air Guard are gradu- cian. Prices are as follow
Secutor; Bernard Alpert, the Call Boy; East will be offered
s: 4 in 1 really a riot.
during the second
Linda Stone, the Beggar.
ates of the Air Force Aviation Cadet shots, $1.50; Polio
semester. Asst. Prof. Henry F. Beechshots, $3.00;
PATHETIC LION TAMER
program. All have spent from 18 to DTP shots, $1.50;
Playing the group of Christians are: hold who teaches the course will cover
Vaccinations, Playing Androcles, the comica
24 months on active duty learning to 81.00; and T.B.
l and June Grady, Roma Guy, Corrin
patch tests $.25. pathetic lion tamer, is
e Sim- literary masterpieces of such countries
Leroy Clark.
be pilots or radar observors and all Appointments may
mons, Sandra Guptill, Susan Thur- as India, Iran, and all the Arab Nabe made by call- His wife, the domineering
Megaera, is
are commissioned officers.
tions.
ing Peggy Perkins, clinic nurse, at played
by Julianna Free. Adding a lowe, and Julie Ingalls.
They are a well rounded group. De- 7-3834. All appointments must be leve
The department has revived Old
interest to the play is Robert
Tickets may be obtained in Room
spite devoting many hours each week made by Oct. 12.
English as a regular course with Prof.
Robinson. the handsome Captain. an,1 11U, cf-yens
Hall.
to flying their average accumulative
Cecil J. Reynolds as teacher.
is a healthy 2.42. Roger Gillis, Hugh
Morrison, and Bill Levesque are
Dean's List students. Levesque was
one of 21 University students who had
a perfect four point last semester.
They are majoring in a variety of
subjects at Maine; Hugh Morrison in
elementary education, Harville Hobbs
in English, and Dick Sterling in geology. Al Kelley, who has a degree in
Mechanical Engineering, is now in
the last year of Maine's five year pulp
and paper course. Roger Gillis is doing graduate work in Education.
The University also has an instructor who flies for the Maine Air Guard
—Ernie Park. Park, a Marine Corps
combat veteran of Korea, teaches engineering graphics. Park, as "Humphrey Pennyworth" was campus mayor in '56 and '57. He left school in
'58 to take radar observor training. In
'60 he returned to school and the
132nd.
University President Dr. Lloyd
Elliott has this to say about the
flyers of the 132nd, "As one who
spent eight years in the organized
naval reserve after four years of
active duty in World War Two, I
can appreciate the service these
men are rendering, especially at this

Maine ANG. .
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It's good. Here's what Du Pont offers:
A chance to grow, to build on your college training, as
you work with, and learn from, men who have made
their mark.
A chance to advance at a rate consistent with your
growth and development.
A chance to achieve distinction in your field, on stimulating projects.
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Engineers, Chemists, Physicists, Mathematicians,
with B.S., M.S. or Ph.D.
Send the coupon below for more complete information
on the opportunity for you at Du Pont.

in the
state of Maine

A.J.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
HMI

E. I. du Pont do Nemours & Co.(Inc.), 2419-10 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98,
Delaware
Please send me the booklets checked below:
El Du Pont and the College Graduate
Your Engineering Opportunities at Du Pont
0 Mechanical Engineering at Du Pont
[]Chemical Engineering at Du Pont
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THE MAINE CANIPE'S

Union News
Oct. 6-7 Weekend movie, Boy on
Dolphin, starring Alan Ladd an
Sophia Loren.
Oct. 10 Poetry Hour. Fannie Hardy
Eckstorm's The Rescue read by
Arlin M. Cook. 4:00 p.m. in the
Coe Lounge.
Oct. 11 Films, Ace of Aces and Vesuvius Express. 4:00 p.m. in the
Bangor Room.
The Poetry Hour will feature Arlin
M. Cook reading from Fannie Hardy
Eckstorm's story, "The Rescue," Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the Coe Lounge of the
Union. The program will be open to
students, faculty, and the public.

Maine Offers
Biology On TV

Orono, 11

Officers Elected

Theta Chi and SAE fraternities recently elected their new slate of officers.
The new President of Theta Chi is
A new TV series, "The New BiDavid Banach. Douglas Brownrigg is
ology," will be offered locally by the Vice President, Paul Blanchar
d, SecUniversity of Maine for college credit. retary, and Roger Murray is TreasThe program will be telecast from urer.
Robert Cartier is the President of
7:30 to 7:55 a.m. Monday through
Friday for 32 weeks over WABI-TV, SAE. The Vice President is Robert
Verduin, Secretary, Richard Bogh,
Bangor (Channel 5).
Treasurer, Edmund Skorski, and the
The series begins Oct. 9 and viewers Social Chairman is Barry Patrie.
wishing to take the course for college
credit should write in advance to Prof. Scop Manuscript
Roland Carpenter, assistant director,
Deadline
General Extension Division, UniverOctober 10, 6:00 p.m.
sity of Maine.

Check your opinions against UM's

0WIft Id rnal% the
beth wife?

0 WOMAN EXECUTIVE

7 FASHION MODEL

0 Is if belier fo
marry in edie9e-or
waif fiil later?

7 NURSE

SECRETARY

With Tom Shields
Editor's Note: This is a second in
-This enables him to have a broader
a series of timely questions to be perceptual field, and makes for
a more
t-isked of students and faculty well-rounded person than the man
around campus. Anyone submitting with a highly specialized education,
a question that is used by Man on however brilliant in that field he may
the Mall will win $1 and a free sub- be."
scription to the Maine Campus to
Robert MacLauchlin, Instructor
be sent anyvi here in the continental
in Speech and Information SpecialUnited States.
ist: "An educated person is one who
Question: What, in your opinion, utilizes
his background, experience,
constitutes an educated man?
studies, and God given talents to the
Myra Cram, Senior, English Ma- fullest, in
order to be better able to
jor: "An educated person is one who make rational and
intelligent decirealizes how little he actually knows sions. An educated
person is also one
and, therefore, never wants to stop who can stimulate others
and make a
learning. Also, an educated person valuable contribution
to the society of
should make use of what he has which he is a part."
learned."
Elizabeth England, Senior, GovWilliam Colbath. Senior, Psychology Major: "The educated per- ernment Major: "An educated person is to me one who has a knowledge son is one who is constantly asking
of many subjects as well as a more meaningful questions. Thus he is not
thorough and working knowledge in a a person who knows all there is to
know but one who has learned to
specific field.
look, to search, and to challenge.
Four years of college gives us guided
practice in how to ask these questions,
but the questioning should continue
throughout our lives."
Prof. Vincent Hartgen, Head of
Art Department: "He is the kind of
person who uses his total knowledge
to keep his mind open about what he
doesn't know."
William Jenkins, Senior, History
and Government Major: "The educated person admits that he has much
more to learn."
Dr. Lloyd Elliott, President: "In
today's world I would answer this
question in the framework of the two
major situations in which a person
finds himself. First of all, all responsible people are concerned with
the long range questions of man; his
purpose, his being, and his future.
Alongside this, however, comes the
ever present challenge of today—to
live constructively yet humanely. An
educated person is one who is able to
use his rational powers in pushing
ahead on both these fronts."
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This new 3-piece outfit will carry you
through the school year in high style!
Natural-shouldered jacket lined with
Londontown print has narrow lapels,
hook vent, lap seams, scored buttons. Vest reverses to velvety Imported Cotton HIS-Suede.Post-Grad
slacks are trim, tapered. $29.95 in
new colors—at stores that are "with
it"! Post-Grad Slacks alone, $6.95
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Don't envy MIL..WP3t them

A National Science Foundation
grant of more than $14,000 has been
awarded the University to support
the research of Harold W. Borns, Jr..
in recording the geologic history of
the Kennebec and Penobscot river
valleys.
Prof. Borns. a glacial geologist, and
his assistant David Hagar are members of the department of civil engineering. They hope to add a great deal
of information to the geologic history
of Maine. Much of their basic work
in the valley of the Kennebec has been
completed, and the work in the Penobscot valley will get underway next
summer.
There is little information available
on the probable climate in this area
of some 20,000 years ago, according
to Borns. The records of deposits and
erosion in river valleys has a great
deal to do with our information of
mineral deposits and soils. Knowledge of what took place immediately
after the melting of the glacial ice
from this area 10,000 to 15,000
ears ago can be determined with considerable accuracy by investigating
residual layers of the earth in the two
main drainage valleys in Maine, he
noted.
"Our edge of the continent," said
Borns. "was depressed by the weight
of the glacier. As the ice melted and
the water ran into the sea, the sea
level rose and flooded the Penobscot
valley as far inland as the present
location of Millinocket."
As the northeastern edge of the
continent rose after being relieved of
the weight of the ice, the sea retreated.
Deposits resulting from this invasion
of the sea are also to be read in Borns'
and Hagar's investigation of the two
great river valleys.
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Letters

Reply to Locks
Miss Bishop:
c/a The Maine Campus

(Author of"I Was a Teen-age Dwarf',"The Many
Loses of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
/-*

SAIL ON, SAIL ON!
I suppose October 12 is just another day to you. You get up in
the ordinary way and do all the ordinary things you ordinarily
do. You have your breakfast, you walk your ocelot, you go to
classes, you write home for money, you burn the dean in effigy,
you watch Howdy-Doody, and you go to bed. And do you give
one little thought to the fact that October 12 is Columbus
Day? No, you do not.
Nobody thinks about Columbus these days. Let us, therefore, pause for a moment and retell his ever-glorious, endlessly
stirring saga.

Clumbaelver.wszkackaagoixoa
- .
Christopher Columbus was born in Genoa on August 25, 1451.
His father, Ralph T. Columbus, was in the three-minute auto
wash game. His mother, Eleanor (Swifty) Columbus, was a
sprinter. Christopher was an only child, except for his four
brothers and eight sisters. With his father busy all day at the
auto wash and his mother constantly away at track meets,
young Columbus was left pretty much to his own devices.
However, the lad did not sulk or brood. He was an avid reader
and spent all his waking hours immersed in a book. Unfortunately, there was only one book in Genoa at the time—Care of
the Horse by Aristotle—and after several years of reading Care
of the Horse, Columbus grew restless. So when rumor reached
him that there was another book in Barcelona, off he ran as
fast as his fat little legs would carry him.
The rumor, alas, proved false. The only book in Barcelona
was Cuidar un Cabollo by Aristotle, which proved to be nothing
more than a Spanish translation of Care of the Horse.
Bitterly disappointed, Columbus began to dream of going
to India where, according to legend, there were thousands of
books. But the only way to go to India was on horseback, and
after so many years of reading Care of the Horse, Columbus
never wanted to clap eyes on a horse again. Then a new thought
struck him: perhaps it was possible to get to India by sea!
Fired with his revolutionary new idea, Columbus raced to
the court of Ferdinand and Isabella on his little fat legs (Columbus, though six feet tall, was plagued with little fat legs all his
life) and pleaded his case with such fervor that the rulers were
persuaded.
On October 12, 1492, Columbus set foot on the New World.
The following year he returned to Spain with a cargo of wonders
never before seen in Europe—spices and metals and plants and
flowers and—most wondrous of all—tobacco! Oh, what a sensation tobacco caused in Europe! The filter had long since been
invented (by Aristotle, curiously enough) but nobody knew
what to do with it. Now Columbus, the Great Discoverer,
made still another great discovery: he took a filter, put tobacco
in front of it, and invented the world's first filter cigarette!
Through the centuries filters have been steadily improved
and so has tobacco, until today we have achieved the ultimate
in the filter cigarette—Marlboro, of course! Oh, what a piece
of work is Marlboro! Great tobacco, great filter, great smoke!
And so, good friends, when next you enjoy a fine Marlboro
Cigarette, give a thought to the plucky Genoese, Christopher
Columbus, whose vision and perseverance made the whole
lovely thing possible.
L 1961 Maz•bulasan

And thank CoItinibu• too for the king-size Philip Morris
(ornrnander. If unfiltered cigarettes are your choice, you'll
find Commander the choice of the unfiltered. lIelcorne
aboard.
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OFFICIAL NOTICES
STUDENTS WHO
1. Have never had I.D. card photographs taken
2. Have been married during the summer
3. Whose I.D. cards are incorrect
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REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
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Wednesday, October 11
from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday evening
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to my cause).
Be proud that you can always
replace clock radios and watches
but have pity for the poor mixed
up kid who will probably spend
half of his (or her) life in a
prison or mental Institution —
or just living with themselves.
My hope for the future is to
build a house without locks — and
a society of trust.
Perhaps you say I am not realistic — and what about boys? All
of us here — nope, I can't say
that for on just asking the guys
around me — they want them, and
say — or imply — that they consider someone of my principal to
be "asking for it".
I strive to trust all others until
there is real obvious cause to distrust, and I do not damn all, but
rather feel sorry for the one.
I have some sympathy for your
viewpoint, but I can't live from
day to day just accepting things
and solving dishonesty by locking
everything I can. People are far
too realistic anyway. I'll bet you
were given all your "treasures"
that you are scared to lose, anyway.
C. John Beeuwkes

$•''x

The Maine Campus

IN STOCK OR ON
SPECIAL ORDER
FOR ANY MAJOR
COLLEGE OR UNIV.

Thursdays during the
Published
college year by students of the University of Maine. Subscription rate—
$1.50 per semester. Local achertising
rate--$1.20 per column inch. Editorial
and business offices, 4 Fernald Hall.
Telephone Extension 242. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Re:Iresented
for national ads ertising by National
Ad‘erti.,Ing Service Inc.. College Poll,linker's Representative, IR E 50th St.,
New York 17, N. 1% Entered as Second
Class Matter at the Post Office, Orono,
Me.

$2.00 up
Plus Tax
STERLING

Some people don't know when
they are well off — or should I
say fortunate. I write obviously
of your letter to the editor on
locks — published in the Maine
Campus (Sept. 28, 1961).
My primary conclusion is that
people who can't trust others—
probably can't trust themselves.
I do not criticise you for I do not
assume that you ever gave a
thought to an idealistic society —
or an approach to it. The multitude of locks one sees about such
institutions as this are a distinct
disgrace, and encourage a feeling
of suspicion and mistrust about
everyone. This must be fought
against — even at the loss of an
occasional clock radio or even
gold watch (both I would sacrifice

SILVER

t•
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Just right for "her" charm bracelet. Official
crests of leading schools. Finely wrought by
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Creative Expression And SCOP

Letters to the Editor

By Margaret Barstow

and the "four minute mile" may amples
of student expression: an
oeni to have little in common. expressio
n that is qualified by
Communication in one form or
But both are expressions of an other
students' response and supanother is fundamental to humaninner urge to create: a great port.
ity and its culture. One wishes
bridge and a new athletic standto express: an idea, an emotion.
Another group of students seekard. Each exists as a reality in
A person speaks. A sentence is
ing to express themselves are not
itself.
But meaning, universal
written. Or perhaps a painting
so well supported. In two or
meaning, only comes when others
is unveiled. But communication
three weeks the third issue of
consider the bridge or the "mile"
is possible only if another is willSCOP will be published. MVP
In relations to themselves. Coming to listen, to read, and to
Is the student prose magazine:
munication, expression and reobserve that which is expressed.
the only vehicle of expression on
sponse, has been effected.
Expression, too, is fundamenthis campus for the potential
On this campus there are many writers
tal to man. Every word, every
and poets of the U. of M.
action are expressions of the in- students trying to express them- Unless enough magazines are sold
dividual. And, relatively speaking, selves. The football team work- to help defray the cost of printing,
the highest form of expression is ing against the standards of for- this magazine as a means for
mer seasons, the Maine Masque's
creative.
student creative expression and
Creative expression manifests productions, and the many clubs communication may cease to be
itself in the finest achievements and organizations are all ex- published.
of man. The Golden Gate Bridge

maine

campus

EDITORIALS

Tired Old Men?
Once again the laments of a
few can be heard bemoaning the
lack of stimulation in their classes; the lack of "cultural" activity,
the dull, drab courses; the "provincial" atmosphere here at Moo
U. It's too bad that those involved in singing the "It's a nice
place to live but I wouldn't want
to live in it blues" don't have the
resources or courage to create the
atmosphere in which they wish to
live. Intelligent questions in classrooms, challenging the thesis of
professors. organizing music, art.
philosophy and progressive jazz
groups would seem to be in line
with bringing the more "cosmopolitan" atmosphere to the csmpus
—if that is what one wants. A
pad isn't born, it's made!

Bombs Away!
Drew Pearson's touching article
In the Bangor Daily (Monday.
Sept. 251 entitled "100.000 U. S.
CASES OF BONE CANCER SFF:N
RESULT OF SOVIET A-BOMB
TESTS" testifies to the urgency
of the situation. Pearson's article. however, needs to be taken
with a five ton grain of salt since
it obviously is aimed at inciting
panic. The Daily doesn't help
matters much by its policy of emotionally charged columns and
twisting of ideas. The contention
that Russian bombs oaused 100,000 cases of bone cancer is ridiculous and beside the point. The
point is that all bombs are dirty.
if not materially then morally
and if we are really concerned
about the ill effects of Atom testing then let us rally to the std..
of Bertrand Russell. If, however.
we are more concerned with heating out communism, then let us
acknowledge the reality of Power
rolitics and build and test enough
bombs and missiles to insure the
total destruction of the communist
world in the event of hot war. het
us forget the absurdity of a Ruecessful conventional war without
Atomic weapons. The precedent
has already been set for an unconditional surrender (NVIV II) anl
the Atomic arsenal stands inevitably as a last resort. If, then, we
are to blame the Russians for any
contamination of our lily white
bones let us either throw our
bombs away, condemn ourselves
for contaminating Japanese bones.
or hurry up and build a sufficient
stockpile first, and then complain

Writer Blasts Editorial

To the Editor:
receive would be worth the FedIn the last issue of the Campus. eral
controls that came with it,
I found the article entitled "Our
but rather than belabor the pros
Boys in D.C." quite illusory, for
and cons of Federal aid, I would
the author has misstated the eflike to acquaint the author of "Our
forts of Congressmen Garland and
Boys in D.C." with a few facts he
McIntire toward the Administrahas overlooked in his brief quip.
tion's Federal Aid to Education
First. the Administration's origmeasure.
inal general education bill never
The author sarcastically main- came before
the First Session of
tains that Messrs. Garland and the 87th Congress because the
McIntire should be congratulated Rules Committee, packed earlier
for their efforts in killing the Edu- in the year under the pretense that
cation measure, which results in more crucial legislation would
reach the Floor, would not let the
the loss of many dollars to the
issue out. Congressmen Garland
Maine school system. I do not be- end McIntire immediate
ly issued
lieve that the money Maine might statements protesting the Rules
Committee's underhanded action.
Garland said in his release. "Rezardless of my own individual
views on edecation legislation, (as
you know. I am in favor of the
National Defense Education Am,
support
the aims of' the Higher
conduct
most
trained for ETV,
comthe
Education bill, and am very much
plicated experiment, close up, through
opposed to the ge-,-al ed-^tion
the marvels of ETV, which will be as
bill). I believe that it is vital so
common as blackboards in 20 years. In
the democratic process that such
the evenings, adults will benefit from
lreislation he considered thorprograms of music, forums, news, adult
oughly and thoughtfully on the
Floor of the House."
education, public service programs and
Secondly, t h e Administration
many other types of programs which
tried in September to ram through
commercial stations cannot afford to ofa watered-down version of the
fer.
general education bill. but this
The 100th legislature was impressed
last-ditch attempt failed when
and passed the ETV construction bill in
Members from both sides of the
aisle defeated the obnoxious meaboth houses by substantial majority
sure by a vote of 242 to 170.
votes, but the whole ETV program was
This indicates to the careful obkilled in the final hours of the session
server that our Republican solons
when a bond issue to provide the funds
from the First and Third Districts,
was defeated because of unrelated and
though they may not approve of
costly riders attached to the bond issue
the poneral Federal aid bill. still
by the Senate. And thus ETV was deinsisted that it have fair hessintr.
1,efore the entire }loose. It shows
feated because of unrelated things. But
too, that when this hearing was dehow much will an ETV network cost
nied, they joined with Members
Maine? One-million two hundred and
from across the aisle and defeated
eighty nine thousand dollars. Sounds
the Administration's unsavory seclike an awful lot of money, but is it? The
ond proposal. It also indicates
Maine ETV network will cost the same
that the Camnos has overlooked
as two miles of interstate highway—or
the actual facts, which most newshalf the cost of the new Bangor High
papers like to print, and resorted
to printing the sarcastic political
School — or $5 per pupil for construcopinion of one person.
tion and 90 cents per pupil a year to opPhilin A Retehinsoe. Jr
erate — less than the school mainteEd. Note: We !slew! eniltv this
nance of the town of Orono.
tinte end thook Mr. 11..t(Nin,on
for
But Maine may lose ETV, possibly forcali-htenine. our ren,ler% with the
ever. Commercial interests are after the
real facts of the sitnation. We will
,iiie our
channels allotted to Maine for educareastle remarts nntil
••ttor Bois In DX." tote down
tional purposes. A ruling on whether
the
rerl thing.
channel 7 will be moved to. Bangor

The ETV Story

The fight for Educational Television
was begun in 1953 by President Hauck
of the University of Maine. Hauck
realized the possibilities of the then little-known medium, and he urged the
legislature to appropriate funds for the
broadcasting of educational programs on
channel 12 in Orono which had been
assigned to the University for educational purposes. President Hauck's attempt
failed, but out of his failure came the
founding of the Educational Television
Association, Inc., a group which has
been working for ETV for Maine since
that time.
Later, in 1960, as the result of a Ford
Foundation grant to the University of
Maine, a study was made by the foremost experts in ETV to determine what
ETV could do for the state of Maine. The
study showed that a statewide educational television network was the most
feasible and economical means for upgrading education in Maine at all levels.
And Maine education does need upgrading. Maine ranks second from the bottom in number of high school students
going on to college, and 44th in appropriations for education. Of the 240
High Schools and academies in Maine
only 29 are accredited. 34 towns don't
even have any schools. Of a million residents in Maine, only 14 went on to Medical School last year. Maine has the
lowest per capita number of M.D.s of
as a
any state. Maine is industrially backward — we have an excellent general commercial station or placed in Calais
labor force but trained craftsmen and to provide education programs for the
engineers, so indispensable for industry. Washington county area and a vital link
are reluctant to leave other states and to the Maritime provinces is pending in
bring their children to a state lacking the FCC in Washington at the present
If channel 7 is lost there is no
in educational opportunities taken for time.
other feasible way of providing ETV to
granted in other states.
the entire Washington County area.
Last year the University of Maine,
Also, if the State of Maine does not act
taking tile lead for the other private
quickly,
from sixty-thousand to one
colleges, schools, and civic groups inhundred
eighty thousand dollars in
and
terested in ETV, presented a bill to the
grants
from
the National Educational
100th Legislature in order that the opTelevisi
on
and
Radio Center for the
portunities of ETV might be made
known to the people of the state, and an purchase of 1 to 3 videotape recorders,
opportunity for the activation of a state- essential to the ETV network, will be
lost.
wide ETV network by the legislature be
It's now up to you, the citizens of the
given. And what an opportunity ETV
State
of Maine, to decide whether or not
had, and still has, to offer the State of
want
your schcol to receive the finyou
Maine. A state wide ETV network
educatio
est
in
nal programming during
would connect to the already operating
cultural
the
day.
and
, educational. inforEastern ETV Network and the National
mative,
public
service
programs for
ETV Network stretching from coast to
coast, connecting with the 56 other sta- adults in the evening. It's up to you to
tions already in operation. The students deride whether or not you're wllin to
In the smallest school building in Maine, pay the price of two miles of highway
by a flick of the switch of a TV set, the for a program which will help to raise
Maine from the bottom, and aid her in
price of which the NDEA will pay half,
the industrial developments to come.
can tune in the very best in quality education available in the nation on almost and to reap the advantages which other
states are already enjoying, the beneany subject with guides and materials
fits which will multiply for the students
for the teacher and students, all at no In the Ftate of Maine,
In the years to
cost to the school. Every child in the come, and put them
on an equal par
classroom will be able to see the best with the rest of
the country. It's up
teachers in the country, especially to you.

More Letters

A Real Band

To the Editor:
It is fortunate, indeed. that
Maine has a good football team
this year and the fans won't mind
suffering through a dull halftime period. Because that is precisely what they are getting this
year.
Gone are the flashing
batons and strains of the Stein
Song that formerly held our
attention at half-time intermission.
A state university with the enrollment that we have should be
embsrrassed to have a twenty-five
member
hand sitting in
the
bleachers without any uniforms,
playing a march that can't
bs
heard three rows in back of
the
band.
The sad thing about this
whole
situation is that there is interest
in a hand for football
games and
rallies — interest that could
contribute a great deal to our
school
spirit. This interest has been
deliberately discouraged.
It is now up to the students
to
do something about a hand.
Let's
get behind our football
team and
our mayor and show the
people
of the State of Maine that
school
spirit hasn't died on this
campus.
Doreen McCluskey
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New Anthropology Museum
By BARRY MILLS
Dr. Richard Emerick has converted Room 50 in South Stevens
into a teaching museum for anthropology.
The lecture room contains close
to 201) different items of interest

to a budding anthropology student.
The relics range from pieces of
stone money picked up in the
Caroline Islands to a complete
and original Plains Indian costume
dating from about 1873. There is
a collection of poison darts from

Maine Masque Theatre
1961-1962 Season
G. B. Shaw's delightful fable
"Androeles and the Lion"
Eugene O'Neill's domestic comedy
"Ah, Wilderness!"
Garcia - Lorca's modern tragedy
"Itl4Ind Weildin z"
sat;re on bureaucracy
The Inspector General"

Oct. 18-21
Dee. 6-9
Mar. 21-24

Goo

May 9-12

I SHOWS 83.60 — Indilidual Admission $1.20
BUY SEASON TICKETS FOR CHOICE SEATS
Available in Room 310 Stevens

SPECIAL OFFER...

For aHeaded
Pipe Collectors
Genuine imported hand-carved
cherry wood pipe ...
that really smokes!
This unique two-headed pipe is a
real conversation piece...a must
for your collection! Hand-carved
in the Italian Alps and finished
in gay colors. Stands alone on
its own tiny legs. Ideal for
your desk, mantel, or bookshelf
...mighty good smoking, too!
This is a wonderful value!
Send for your two-headed
pipe today!

Only
*1QA
and picture of
Sir Walter
Raleigh
from new

pouch pack

Choice Kentucky Burley-.
Extra Aged!
Simons grand! Packs right!
Smokes sweet! caws one!

Ciip Coupon.

Bugle
Of Th(

Borneo,
arms
primitive
and
weapons from the Philippines, a
blow gun salvaged from the Jivaros
in South America, and a collection of model outrigger canoes
from many islands in the Pacific.
Instructive 'Value
The relics on display do not
represent all of Dr. Emerick's personal collection. Only those items
which he feels are of instructive
value are on exhibit.
At present the museum is only
for instructive use. However, Dr.
Emerick expresses
hope that
someday facilities will permit a
public anthropology museum.
Community Service
"I conceive of the museum as a
way of upgrading the quality of
education for anthropology students and also as a service . . . to
the community at large.
However, this latter objective can only
be met when facilities permit a
public museum."
Dr. Richard Emerick is an Assistant Professor of Anthropology
in the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology. He did his undergraduate work at Syracuse University and his graduate work at

Professor of Mi
Lester K. Olson, IA
of President Elli(
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No matches hal
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Air Force teams.

Dr. Emerick and student in the new museum

Attends Council

11°
the University of Pennsylvania many specimens while doing rer
where he received his Master's search among the Havasupai Is
I Dr. Thomas Curry, assistant
and Doctorate degrees.
dians in the Grand Canyon and iS
Dean of Technology, attended the
various parts of the Pacific.
annual meeting of the EngineerArctic Eskimos
ing Council for Freshman DePopular Course
Dr. Emerick has done considervelopment held
in Louisville, able field work in various parts
Anthropology is one of the most
Kentucky this week. This Coun- ot the world. As a
graduate stu- popular courses in the University.
cil is the accrediting agency for dent, he lived in the arctic
with a Dr. Emerick teaches 3 division
all engineering curricula in the village of Eskimos.
He has on with about 90 students in eac
United States.
display an Eskimo hunter's out- one. Emerick explains his popuCurry represented Maine at a fit with several types of clothing, larity simply, "Anthropolog
y hasi
meeting of the Vocational Guid- bows, arrows, knives, and har- a basic appeal
to almost everybody.
ance Committee in addition to at- poons which he brought back People are
always curious about
tending all general sessions.
from his venture. He collected crt her people."

Students, Faculty and
Employees at U. of M.
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With my Swingline 1
All these snakes troll
And invent the first j

We carry complete lines of Samsonite luggage, SmithCorona and Royal typewriters, photo supplies, radios,
stereo sets, records, tv's, watches, diamonds, ladies' and
gents' jewelry and many more items too numerous to
mention.

SWIM
STAF

This Week's Special:

no bigge
a pack o'

331
/
2 Record Albums, 20% Off.
Try our easy credit plan — it only takes a minute! Your
business always welcome.

Mail TcAday!

Unconditionally
•Made in Ameniz
Tot 50 refills al,

•

Please send ms prepaid
2-hestd•siCO. Enclosod is $t
(no stamps. please) and the odor.
of Sir Welter Raleigh ham the box
In which the pouch is Po*" for
each pipe ordered.

Sir Welter Raleigh
lex 303
Lewisville 1, Kentucky

iinc. 411

When you think of saving --- think
of Day's in Old Town
NOW
Sir Walter Raleigh
In the
new pouch pack
keeps tobacco
44% fresher!

Shown
Approximately
95 Actual Size

I
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•Buy it at yours
variety or book

Maine's Largest
NAME

Credit Jewelers

ADONESS
CITY

I.

ZONE

STATE

COLLEGE
This offer good only in U.S.A. Not valid in states where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted. Offer expires June 30, 1962. Allow four weeks for delivery.

Est. 1914
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WORLO'S
Or ST...L[1.HD PO N HI
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Bugle Blasts Travel Service
Of The Brass Sets Program
Professor of Military Science, Col.
Lester K. Olson, with the concurrence
of President Elliott, designated the
following cadets as "Distinguished
Military Students" for the 1961-62
school year: Thomas Acheson, William Bonneau, Russell Burns, John
Christiansen, Malcolm Downing, Lawrence Gardner, Ronald Glidden, Donald Harnum, Robert Keup, Lawrencee
Libby, John VanStone, Philip Whitehouse, and Kenneth Winters.

A new travel service, called Quid
Pro Quo, will enable American university and college faculty members
to visit different parts of the U. S. or
Canada for the cost of transportation
alone.
The program arranges for the exchange of homes between university
personnel in both countries. Faculty
interested in vacations, field work, or
study can exchange their homes for
periods ranging from one week to over
a
year. Quid Pro Quo will also arThe cadets so designated will have
the opportunity to apply for a regular range for exchanges with European
faculty members over the summer or
Army commission.
for longer periods.
This semester, the University judo
team, conducted by the military department and under the direction of
I Ce
Captain Arculis, is composed of about
The summer session directors will
80 novice students and 15 advanced
have their annual meeting here on
students.
campus on October 10 and 11.
No matches have been scheduled, These forty or fifty professors are
but plans will be made to hold several members of the faculties of major
matches this year with neighboring universities over the country. ConAir Force teams.
tact Dean Shibles for details.

eum

doing r
,vasu pa i I
won and i
'acific.

Last semester the top men on the
judo team participated in a demonstration held at Dow AFB in which
three Maine men won fourth degree
white belt awards. In judo there are
the white, brown, and black belt
awards presented in various degrees
with the black belt award being the
highest. This year Glen Grant, a freshman judo student, is the holder of a
first degree black belt.
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Alumni Hear Elliott
Speak Next Week

Law Schools
Require Test

The Law School Admission Test
required of applicants for admission
to a number of leading American law
President and Mrs. Lloyd H. Elliott and Dr. Russell T. Woolley
schools, will be given at more than
will be in WaL"Igton, D. C., Baltimore, Maryland, and Philadel 100 centers througho
ut the United
phia, Pennsylva ia, on October 12-14 to attend three schedule States on the mornings of November
d
Alumni meetings.
18, 1961, February 10, April 28, and
Dr. Elliott is the featured speaker their friends have been invited by Dr. August 4, 1962.
for all three groups.
The Bulletin (in which an applicaElliott to a dinner at Kugler's Restaution for the test is inserted) should
The Washington meeting, which rant.
be obtained four to six weeks in adwill be a luncheon, is noted for its
The Alumni Association works for vance of the desired testing date from
annual watch award in which a senior
boy is presented a watch for an out- the united welfare of the University Law School Admission Test, Educastanding display of all-round helpful- which means that each individual tional Testing Service, Princeton, New
ness. Last year's watch, by preference meeting is important to the proper Jersey or from the University Testof the student body, was awarded to functioning of the whole. Dr. Elliott ing Service, 219 Library. Completed
Wayne Champeon, a basketball and visits each of these meetings, of which applications must be received at least
two weeks before the desired testing
football player and a senior skull.
there are fifty in various locales over date in
order to allow ETS time to
The Baltimore meeting offers ancomplete the necessary testing arnually the James Totman, $50,000 the country, at least once a year.
scholarship award for outstanding stuHe is therefore able to keep in con- rangements for each candidate.
dents of agriculture. The money may
also be used for loans and research tact with all their activities and introduce new members of the graduating
in the department.
Did you hear about the Texas oilThis year's Philadelphia meeting class to the group of "Mainers" near- man
who wrote a check—and the
will differ slightly, in that Alumni and est them.
bank bounced.
By Sue Oakes

•
•

PROJECTS OF THE BELL SYSTEM
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Medusa was once heard to rave:
"A new hair-do is just what I crave,
With my Swingliue I'll tack
All these snakes front to back,
And invent the first permanent wave!"

range from the reaches of space

Unretouched time exposure shows Echo I communications satellite
Oong ling)
crossing the heavens right to left. Shorter lines are stars "in motion."

nk

SWINGLINE
STAPLER

h-

id
to

no bigger than
a pack of gum!

f.

ir

980
wain 1001 stilles)
Unconditionally Guaranteed
• Made in America!
•Tot 50 refills always available!
•Buy it at your stationery,
variety or bookstore dealer!

INC.
Long Island City 1,Plow York
WORLD'S LAROSSY
OF

to the depths of the sea
Our job is providing communications
of all kinds, wherever needed—whether
in the northern snows to flash word of
possible enemy missile attack, or in your
home or college, or in serving the
nation's business.
When we can't fill a need off the shelf,
then we start fresh and create the answer
to the problem. We've done that hundreds of times.
We began transatlantic radiotelephone
service in 1927. Then we developed the

Actual undersea photo of telephone cable of coast 1 Florida.

world's first undersea telephone cables
to speed calls between continents.

transmit mountains of data at extremely
high speeds.

We handled the world's first telephone
conversation via satellite. And we have
started development of an important
world-wide communications system employing satellites.

And so it goes—Long Distance service,
Direct Distance Dialing, the Transistor,
the Solar Battery—a succession of firsts
which goes back to the invention of the
telephone itself.

When industry and government needed
a way of gathering huge amounts of
coded information from distant points,
we were ready with our vast telephone
network and Data-Phone, which can

Universal communications—the finest,
most dependable anywhere—are what we
deliver. Inside:for home, office, or plant.
Outside: on land, under the sea, through
the air,

MANUFACTURER

RS FOR HOME AND OFFICE

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Campus Extends
Tribute To Coach
He served the University fortyfive years. During his career, his
teams had 139 victories, 49 losses, and 2 ties. But his contribution to the youth of the University of Maine is of even greater
significance. Chester A. Jenkins,
retired professor of physical education and coach of track and
cross country, from 1929 to
1956, died at his home in Orono
last weekend.
Not only did Coach Jenkins
produce an outstanding track and
cross record for Maine, but he
also coached five trackmen who
represented the United States at
Olympic games.
Because of his devotion to the
University, the Alumni Association awarded the Black Bear
Award to Coach Jenkins in 1953
in recognition of his loyalty to the
high traditions of the University.
As a voice of the students at
the University, the Maine Campus respectfully dedicates this
page to his memory.

MC::7Z.U2MIM
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Coach Chester A. Jenkins

Track Record of
Coach Jenkins
Season
Won
Lost
1929
2
0
1930
2
0
1931
2
1
1932
3
1
1933
3
0
1934
3
1
1935
5
0
1936
4
1
1937
3
2
1938
5
0
1939
3
3
1940
3
2
1941
4
2
1942
5
1
1943
3
1
1944-1945 War Period, no track,
no athletics
1946
0
1
1947
6
0
1948
5
1
1949
5
1
1950
5
1
1951
3
4
1952
5
2
1953
3
4
1954
2
4
1955
4
2
1956
6
0
Total

94

35

State Track Championships

1929
Maine
1930
Maine
1931
Maine
1932
Bowdoin
1933
Maine
1934
No Meet
1935
Maine
1936
Maine
1937
Maine
1938
Maine
1939
Bowdoin
1940
Bowdoin
1941
Maine
1942
Bowdoin
1943
Maine
1944
No Meet
1945
No Meet
1946
Bowdoin
1947
Maine
1948
Bowdoin
1949
Bowdoin
1950
M
Maine
1951
Bowdoin
1952
Bowdoin
1953
Bowdoin
1953
Maine
1954
Maine
1955
Maine
14 Championships out of 24

Cross Country Record

Year

Dual Meets
Won
Lost
1928
2
0
1929
0
1
1930
1
1
1931
2
0
1932
1
1
1933
1
1
1934
2
0
1935
2
0
1936
1
0
1937
1
1
1938
2
0
1939
3
0
1940
1
1
1941
1
1942
2
1943-1945 No Meets
1946
2
1947
1
1
1948
1
2
1949
3
1
1950
4
1
1951
4
1952
1
2
1953
1
1
1954
3
0
1955
3
0
Total
Won
Lost
45
14

The Coach At Work
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Bears Hosts Improved U.V.M.
BEOR
FUCTS

BOB KELLETER w
swowsmoswinwrzei SPORTS EDITOR -

Kimball Leads Best Vermont Club
Harrieft Time in Decade; Westy
Triails; 21:37

Hal Westerman's Maine Black Bears make their belated Yankee
Conference home opener Saturday against the best Vermont football
team in 10 years. Westerman has said that he expects to be meeting
a better club than Rhode Island, which the Bears beat 22-20 last
Saturday. Last year, Maine whipped UVM, 27-0, after squeeking
by Rhody,7-0.

According to Coach Ed Styrna, the
Chances are. quite a few University of Maine students will sit out
Satur- 1961 varsity cross country team
should be on a par, record-wise, with
day's football game with the University of Vermont, preferring
instead to
last year's squad, which finished with
watch the New York Yankees and Cincinnati Reds battle. If however,
some a 3-1 mark in dual
The Catamounts, who rolled up 244 victories. He also expects to have Bill
and trianglar
students pass up the football game merely because they expect it to be
no meets. He made this comment after yards on the ground in beating Coast Chard ready
for action. Chard, listed
contest, perhaps they had better give it a second thought.
conducting time trials last Saturday Guard 28-8 last Saturday, will present as a fullback, is "too good a player
Always considered by the majority of fans as a breather, the Cata- morning for a group of hopeful start- the biggest line Maine will face this to have on the bench,"
according to
mounts this year stand directly in the way of Maine's bid for a high spot
year, and three sophomore backs who the coach, and may see action as a dein ers.
the Yankee Conference standings. Vermont, which fell before the Bears
Some fairly good runners were have pushed returning regulars to the fensive end.
a
year ago to the tune of 27-0 and stands 2-14-1 in the all time rankings with eliminated in this time contest to de- bench.
Westerman was pleased with last
Maine, is supposed to have its best team in a decade.
termine the nine men who would repCaptain Bob Stone, at 220, and 220 Saturday's performance but said that
Of course, teams have come down from Burlington before with paper resent the University this fall. Mike pound John Fyfe are at tackle, James all the teams Maine will meet from
Kimball led the starters as he finished Guyette, 220, and David Sequist, 205, now on can be expected to cash in on
power and have been blown off the field before halftime, but this time
the in 21:37, bettering his mark of a year are at guard and 205 pound Carleton mistakes, such as the interception and
Catamounts appear to be for real. One such instance was during the fall of ago. The other
fumbles which led to U.R.I.'s TD's.
eight men chosen as Eck is at center.
this writer's freshman year, quite a while back. The word from Burlington regulars are Gerry Ellis, Bruce WentAlthough stressing the fact that the
Spearhea
ding the attack is sopho- victory over
was that the UVM squad was going to give the Bears a good battle, even on worth, Bruce Hansen, Tim Carter,
the Rams was a team
more quarterback John Greer, who effort,
Westerman singled out several
the road. The result was, newspaper predictions said, "pick'em." As closely as Bob Keup, Lorrimer Hodges, Don complete
d five of 12 passes last week- Bears for
Sorrie, and Richard Davidson.
honors.
we can recall, the Black Bears feasted 49-0.
end, including TD strikes of 40 and 69
The passing attack has been looking
During
yards.
the
His
next
favorite
week
target
these
is
men
veteran
DEPTH AND POWER
will be conditioning themselves for end Frank Bolden. Maynard Ducatte up in the first two games, and the fine
However, this year's edition of Vermont football claims to have depth
the first contest of the '61 season returns at halfback while the fullback receiving of co-captain Dick Kinney
and power not seen in years. Not only do the Catamounts feature a much against Massachusetts
and Northeast- will be Leo Davin, a 6-1, 215 pounder, and Don Hamum and Manch Wheelheavier line than Maine, but they also have a fast, powerful and also young ern at Franklin Park in Boston on who has the speed to run outside as er's passing both drew comment from
backfield. It might be well to keep an eye glued to fullback Leo Davin. The Saturday, October 7.
well as the power to gain through the Westy. Halfback Dave Cloutier also
word, not only from Burlington but from the Maine scouts, is that Davin, Coach Styrna feels that the Uni- middle, according to Maine's scouting performed well.
In the line, Westerman remarked
versity of Massachusetts has "one of reports.
only a scph, is a potential terror.
about the play of Bump Hadley at
the
best teams in New England, along
Time will tell, but from this angle Saturday's gridiron tilt figures to be
As for the Bears, Westy has said guard, John Roberts
at tackle, and
with Connecticut." Massachusetts cap- that he plans to go with the same linea battle well worth watching.
Wes Jordan, who alternated with Robtured the Yankee Conference flag last up which has brought him two straight
erts.
LET'S BACK JACK
year and has all but one of its veteran
To get away from the subject of sports for a minute, we'd like to com- starters back this year.
There are also
ment on the general physical condition of the average University of Maine some respectable sophomores
who,
student. Most everyone has heard at one time or another of President Ken- last year, as a team, won the N. E.
nedy's physical fitness drive, but first impressions here on campus would indi- Intercollegiate Meet. This team also
cate that not too many college students have heeded America's favorite touch claims Dave Balch, a strong runner.
who won the Y. C. individual title
football player's advice.
last year.
We've noticed an unusually long line of students, apparently not having
Northeastern had an up-and-down
Freshman football coach Woody
taken care of themselves, tramping towards the infirmary this week. However,
Kappa
squad last season, but all of the team's Carville is looking forward to his Oc- Sunday Sigma edged ATO, 8-6, last
in the only fraternity action
it was not until yesterday that it dawned on us that most of the complaints
strong men are returning. Three good tober 14th opener with Bridgton while of the
week.
stem from a desire to cut class and take in the world series.
frosh runners should also add depth running his 56 man squad through its
So, now that the subject has changed back to sports, this corner would to the team. Styrna thinks that they're paces. The reason for
The victors scored their only TD
Carville's oplike to give its views on the battle of the year.
"tough on paper."
timism is the unaccustomed depth, on a pass from Mark Bornstein to
The Maine Harriers definitely aren't showing three full units, "all of which Mike Gentile and added a two point
Even with an eye on last year's results when the Yankees rolled up all
the records but the spunky Pirates took home the money, the powerful New conceding the meet even though they are equal in strength," according to safety when an ATO pass from center
Yorkers have to be the choice. The Yankees are overwhelming favorites with are picked as underdogs. Maine upset Carville. "If we opened tomorrow, sailed into the end zone.
these two teams in this same meet a I'd have to flip a coin to see who
all the bookies, but the Cincinnati Reds are the darlings of the baseball senti- year
The outstanding play of the game,
ago and are hopeful of pulling starts," he added.
mentalists, just as the underdog Corsairs were a year ago.
however, was a brilliant interception
the right string again this season, acThe frosh went through an intra- return by Hal Halliday, in which the
YANKS JUST TOO MUCH
cording to Styrna.
It would appear that the New Yorkers have just a little too much of
This year's Frosh cross country squad scrimmage last Friday and Car- speed) back ran the length of the field.
Next week, KS will face Phi Kap,
everything for the upstart Reds, picked for sixth by most preseason forcasters. team ought to be "one of the better ville was pleased with the showing.
while Phi Mu will meet Sigma Chi,
freshmen
teams"
that
Ed Styrna has
Only on the pitching mound are the Reds the equal of the Yankees. In fact.
Rod Durgin, fullback for last year's Beta will battle Sig Ep and
SAE will
it is pitching which buoys those few souls who are backing the Cincinnati coached. The runners are solid and Lewiston state championship team, play Phi Eta.
well balanced with plenty of depth.
"did a real good job carrying the ball,"
entry.
They ran the course for the first
In the opening round of the nonaccording to Camille. while another
Joey Jay, a 21 game winner. Jim O'Toole. victor 19 times, and Bob time as a group last Saturday
and a fullback, Charles Collins,
fraternit
y eliminations last Sunday,
of
BoothPurkey will handle the starting assignments for the National Leaguers.
few of the earlier arrivers at the finish
bay, made some fine tackles on de- Corbett 1 squeeked by the Orono AA
line
looked in excellent shape. All of fense.
PURKEY JUNK BALLER
Two halfbacks, Steve Sawyer of in overtime, 11-8, despite the stalwart
Of the three, Purkey has the best chance of winning, being a junk bailer, the boys, some of whom were high Madison, and Dick
Shaw of Bangor, defensive play of Chick O'Leary.
exactly the type of hurling least loved by long ball hitters. Jay and O'Toole, school stand-outs, show planty of also ran well.
In other action. Gannett 1 walloped
on the other hand, are fireballers, and the Yankees are known as a fast ball drive and determination.
Tackle Ernie Smith was praised for Hart 4, 32-0, Cumberland 1 whipped
hitting team.
Basketball Coach Brian McCall his
great defensive work by Carville, the Bangor Commutors, 26-6, GanMeanwhile. Whitey Ford, baseball's winningest pitcher, Ralph Terry has asked that all upper classmen who noted
that "nothing got by him." nett 3 beat Gannett 2,
intere,-t
24-6, Cumbered in playing varsity basketand Bill Stafford should be able to pitch merrily along waiting for the hot
On
Monday
night, the frosh scrim- land 3 stopped Corbett 2,
ball sign up with him at his office
20-8, Corbats of Mans, Mantle. Howard and crew to explode.
maged the varsity squad members who bett 3 topped
Corbett 4, 13-6, Hart
Position for position, New York has to be given the nod. Only in left in the Memorial Gy mnasium prior
to try-outs which N• ill be held on failed to see action at Rhode Island 1 shutout
Dunn 4, 12-0, and Dunn 3
field and at third base can the Cincinnati entry be given the edge. Frank Monday,
October lb. at 7 p.m.
last Saturday.
got by Hart 3. 27-19.
Robinson, everybody's choice for MVP is the left fielder, while castoff Gene
Freese found himself this year and gave the Reds a fine performance at third.
The prevailing opinion on campus backs the Yankees. Among the casual
comments picked up during the last several days were:
Joe Daggett, senior: I'll pick the Yankees on superior hitting, fielding, pitching and balance.
"Maine's Largest"
Bill Livesey, 1962 baseball captain: The Reds don't look too strong
and
down the line being made up of castoffs like Freese, Blasingame, Kasko and
Coleman. Any lefthander will give them trouble, so the Yanks with Ford
should win.
Jack Butterfield, Varsity baseball coach: The Yankees should win.
Overall the Red pitching is as good as the Yankees. but man-for-man, down
"Maine's Finest"
the line. New York is better. Cincinnati's only real challengers to New York's
Located on US 2, west of Bangor
power are Robinson and Pinson.
Charles O'Leary, graduate student: Yankees, on power and good reserves.

Frosh Shine Kappa Sig Tips
On Gridiron ATO On Safety

QUEEN CHARTERHOUSE MOTEL

PILOT'S GRILL AND RESTAURANT

Student tickets roc the football
ill ,.turrt..•
f
'Monday
game at New Hampshire. October 1"")" to I rida, "°°n• Price i one
I I, will he on sale at faculty mana- "liar and lip card. must he preger Ted Curtis's office in the Me- .cute-d.

Offer their Combined Facilities
For Your Visiting Families and Friends

room reservations

dial Bangor
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Profs Swapped

Reggie's Penthouse

A University professor accomplished a Maine-California exchange
this summer.

W\'1' 10 BE A NN HEEL

Dr. John E. Hankins, head of the
department of English at the State
University, taught at the second summer term at Fresno State College in
1 resno, California. In exchange, Prof.
Carlton H. Larrabee of the Fresno
State English staff taught at the University of Maine.
Both men now have returned to
their respective institutions.

Say, how about the army game last weekend! I thought that our boys
really did a fabulous job out there against the cadets. We have a team that
will surprise many a fan this season. Coach Westerman and his staff, as well
as the team, should be given credit for an excellent performance.
I extend a big "thank you" to a certain freshman boy "shunthead" for
his excellent efforts helping us lead the freshman cheering section. His spirit
and the spirit of his boys who organized their card section is the type of
gratification that makes my job a rewarding experience. Thank you "shunthead" ol' boy!
WRITE REG

Pearde Saitii cd PARK'S

I was just thinking the other day that there's something funny happaning
... but Stan gets all the names, addresses
around here ... I get all the glory.
and phone numbers ... Bev will tell you that!!! Tomorrow ye gotta get
organized.... But until then see ya around Marblehead ... and good night
B. K. wherever you are ...lord only knows!!!
This weekend there will be an exciting rally Friday night. Among other
great attractions, the most beautiful examples of female pulchritude will
dazzle even the most conservative of on-lookers. Before the rally, at approximately 6:45 p.m., there will be a snake dance starting in front of the library
and proceeding down the mall to the gym. So, let's see everybody in front of
the library at 6:45 p.m. Also don't forget the Ugly Man on Campus Contest
Saturday during half-time.

FOR RENT
Tools -Staplers
Paint Sprayer
Floor Sanders
&Polishers

-PARK S
Miff ‘Street

Getting Down To Business

• •

HARDWARE
& VARIETY

Orono, Main.
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SAVE MONEY
WITH THESE LOW COLLEGE
RATES:
( )Playboy 11 yr reg '561
$5.00
( )Playboy (2 yrs reg $111
9.00
▪ )lime (1 yr reg 574
3.87
• )Time (2 yrs)
2.00
( )L'S News and WR (39 wks) 3.67
a( )Newsweek 41 yr reg 56)
3.00
▪ )Newsweek (34 weeks)
2.50
4.00
.1( )Life II yr reg 35.95)
7.00
• )Life (2 yrs)
• )Sports III. (1 yr reg 56.751
4.00
• )Sports Illustrated (2 yrs)
7.50
Harpers Monthly (1 yr reg $6) 3.00
(
( )Saturday Re% lel, (I yr reg 37) 4.00
( )Saturday Resiew (2 years)
7.00
( )New Yorker (8 mos reg $5) 3.00
( )Atlantic Monthly (8 most
3.00
• )Archit Forum (1 yr reg 36.501 3.25
( )Christian Sci Mon 46 most
5.50
( y Esquire is mos reg 34)
2.00
( )Ladies Home Jour (23 mos
reg $5)
2.88
( )Sat. Esc. Post (39 Mu
reg 54.501
2.99
( )Look (I yr reg $.41
2.00
( )Mademoiselle (I yr reg $5) 2.50
( )Good Housekeeping (2 yr
3.50
reg 361
( 1 Reader's Digest (8 mos)
2.00
6.00
( 1 Scientific American (1 yr)
4.50
( I The Reporter (1 yr reg $.61
( ) New Republic (1 yr reg $8) 5.00
6.00
( I The Nation 11 yr reg $8)
( ) Manchester Guardian (1 yr
8.00
AIR)
( ) Realties 41 yr reg $15)
10.00
11.25
I Graphis (1 yr reg $15)
( ) NY Times iSunday only I yr) 25:00
(
NY Times (Rook Resiew 1 yr) 6.50
( ) American Home 425 mos)
3.25
(
Amer Jour of Medicine II yr) 10.00
Amer
Jour
(1
of
yr)
Surgery
13.00
)
(
( ) Art Direction (1 yr reg $6)
5.00
( )Art News (1 yr reg $11.50
8.99
( )Arts & Arch't i1 yr reg 55) 3.00
( )Better Homes & Gardens
3.00
II 3,1'1
( )Car & Dri,er 41 yr reg $5)
3.00
( )Changing limes (1 yri
6.09
5.60
( I Downbeat if yr reg 571
( )Electronic World (l yr reg 554 3.00
3.00
Flying II yr reg 5.5)
(
( )Forbes (I yr reg 57.501
5.00
a( )Fortune 41 yr reg $10)
7.50
( )Glamour (I yr reg 55)
3.00
( ) Harper's Bazaar (1 yr reg $5) 3.00
( ) Hi-Fidelity 115 mos reg $7) 3.75
( )Hi-Fl Stereo Relies(' (1 yr
reg $5)
2.50
( )Holiday (15 mos reg 57.50)
3.75
( )House Beautiful (2 yrs
reg $10)
6.00
( )House & Garden (1 )r reit 36) 3.50
• )House & Home 11 yr reg $61 4.50
( ) Lis lug 4 Young Hmkrs (1 yr) LH
( ) Modern Bride (1 yr reg $3) 2.00
( )SlcCall's (1 year)
3.1111
( ) Modern Photography (I yr
2.00
reg $4)
( )Popular Boating (1 yr reg 35) 3.00
Popular Electronics (1 yr
(
reg $41
2.00
( )Popular Mech (20 EMS
reg $5.80)
2.98
( )Popular Photography 11 yr
reg $51
2.58
( )Redhook Ii yr)
3.00
Road
&
Track
it yr reg 351
I
4.00
Science 1)igest i1 yr)
3.50
( ) The Second Coming (15
issues
4.00
(1 Show Buisness III II year)
7(N)
) Sire Out II yr reg 53.601
2.50
( ) Ski Magazine 12 yrs reg 55) 3.00
( ) Skiing News i2 yrs reg 35)
..00
) Sunset (2 yrs reg 354
3.00
I heatre Arts 49 mos reg 55.65t 5.00
(
( )Town & Ctry 422 mos reg
513.75)
8.50
( 1 TV Guide (44 wks reg 34.401 3.33
( ) Vogue (1 yr 20 issued i
5.00
*Order now, publisher will hill you later
STL Dr.'s I SUBSCRIPTION CERN:ICI,
1743 N. Kenmore. Los Angeles 27. calif.
Send subscription to:
Enclosed $

"THE FRESHMEN"
'Get a kid away from
home, send him off to
college, and right away,
look what happens."

"I'd keep out of there, Frosh. That's
the School of Pyrotechnics."

/one
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ii

///
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, :71sgarstrasZter.riaL
This is your dormitory,
Clyde. You'll share it
with 19 other boys."

"Hurry up, Harry.
You'll be late
for the Freshman
Smoker."

SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS: DON'T TREAD ON FRESHMEN! They
have been known to become employers. A freshman wants, above all, to be
inaugurated into your world. Walk him to class, teach him longhand, explain
how the Ph.D. wears his tassel, introduce him to Luckies (and tell him how
college students smoke more Luckies than any olher regular). You'll be a
bigger man, and you'll be able to borrow Luckies from him any time.

(

rt nevi I

CHANGE TO LUCK1ES and get some taste for a change!

state
class of

gilt from
_o

CA. T. Co.

Oct. 13
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Sat. -Cross Cot
Harty!
Football
Mon. -General
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Name
Of 20
India

The' twenty x
University of
Masque Theatre'
tour company ari
mg the five plays
with them on the
tour.

mann
address
dty

Cai
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1 Campus
13 Students

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

-

Vol. 13E111 Z

•
teczrea-472a7,- ci.;6acro tLl our middle nanig

Thirteen member
are University of M
are: John Arsenaul
John Christiansen,
John Collins, Rol
Lou Johnson, Will
Nichols, Dee Steven
en, Allen White, al
Four child actor:
the students; they a
Michael Eggert, Sci
becca Guptill. Roun
pany are Herschel 1
tor of the Maine
Mrs. Bricker, chaper
Sheahan, R.N., nu]
pany. Each member
do some acting in
duties necessary for
of a touring group.
The five plays to
tour are: "Ah, Will
at Campobello,"
"Saturday Night,"
In The Highlands.
Maine theater-goers
portunity to see the
when the Masque p:
derness" as its secor
the year, December
The company is
part February 2. f
York to London, and
Germany and Turke
travel throughout I
formances, before tu
lic audiences; with t
hot season in India,
travel to Pakistan fo
formances. The grou
return May 20, prc
Kong, Tokyo, Hawa
cisco.
The 20 members
are eagerly preparin
the tour by means c
ings in conjunction
course designated H!
pared especially for I
fessor Robert Thom,
tory and Governmer

